
English Courses at A Level



What English courses do we offer?

• English Language and Literature A Level

• English Literature A Level

Both courses have the same entry requirements: a 
Grade 6 or above in both English Language and 
English Literature at GCSE

In the department we also offer Film Studies at A 
Level- if you are interested in this course, please see 
the separate PowerPoint.



Which course is right for you?



English 
Language and 

Literature



Overview

• A range of fiction and 
non-fiction texts

• Covers the genres of 
prose and drama

• Coursework allows 
you to produce your 
own creative pieces 
and analyse them

• Focus on the close 
analysis of texts: how 
writers achieve 
effects



English 
Literature



Overview

• A range of fiction texts 
from a broad time span

• Covers the genres of 
drama, prose and 
poetry 

• Coursework allows you 
to write an extended 
essay on two texts- one 
of these is your own 
choice

• Focus is on the analysis 
of a broad range of 
texts and evaluating 
different 
interpretations



Which texts will you study?



Which texts will you study?



MOOCs

Massive Online Open Courses are free to access and will provide a 

great starting point for getting to grips with some A Level subject 

knowledge and developing your skills. Future Learn has a number of 

free courses you can complete. The Open University also has courses 

which might prove useful as a ‘way into’ more advanced study.  For 

English Language and Literature there is a course to develop your 

own creative writing skills: ‘Start Writing Fiction’ and for English 

Literature there is a course to help develop unseen poetry analysis.  

The other two courses on approaching prose and plays and the 

Shakespeare context introduction would be suitable for both A Level 

courses.

How can you prepare?



How can you prepare?

WHAT TO WATCH?

English Language and Literature

Ted Talk on Shakespeare
https://youtu.be/khVubNIgS0o

Ted Talk on How not to hate Shakespeare https://youtu.be/Kh3gMcOUFao

Emma Smith’s introduction to Othello
http://writersinspire.podcasts.ox.ac.uk/content/othello

Interview with Margaret Atwood https://youtu.be/rn2pq3SiqHc

Watch any of the RSC Shakespeare adaptations available on BBC iPlayer

English Literature
Sheila Hancock BBC Documentary on The Brontes Preparation for Wuthering Heights and 
Coursework Text – Jane Eyre
https://youtu.be/dLI1Bm6rNuc

Interview with Khaled Hosseini on becoming a writer 
https://youtu.be/2oWstZMSMVo

https://youtu.be/khVubNIgS0o
https://youtu.be/Kh3gMcOUFao
http://writersinspire.podcasts.ox.ac.uk/content/othello
https://youtu.be/rn2pq3SiqHc
https://youtu.be/dLI1Bm6rNuc
https://youtu.be/2oWstZMSMVo


How can you prepare?

WHAT TO READ? 

Wider Reading

English Language and Literature

David Crystal ‘Rediscover Grammar’
Frank Kermode ‘The Age of Shakespeare’
Antonia Fraser ‘The Weaker Vessel: The Woman’s Lot in Seventeenth Century 
England’ Introduction and chapter one ‘How Weak?
F. Scott Fitzgerald The Beautiful and the Damned
and Tender is the Night

English Literature
British Library
Preparation for Wuthering Heights https://www.bl.uk/romantics-and-
victorians/articles/walking-the-landscape-of-wuthering-heights
Khaled Hosseini The Kite Runner and The Mountains Echoed
Tennessee Williams, Memoirs
Tennessee Williams, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
S.McEvoy, ‘Tragedy: A Student Handbook’

https://www.bl.uk/romantics-and-victorians/articles/walking-the-landscape-of-wuthering-heights


How can you prepare?

HAVE A GO!

Bingo! 
Have a go at some of these tasks

FURTHER IDEAS
Preparing for Coursework in Year 13

English Language and Literature

The overall title of the coursework is ‘Entrapment’ – you will create fiction 

and non-fiction pieces on this theme. Begin to gather articles from 

newspapers, online journals etc. on any aspect of entrapment. Perhaps 

look at issues surrounding mental health, age, illness, gender entrapment 

etc. Also consider biographies of people who have been entrapped by 

childhood or events that have ‘frozen’ their lives etc.

English Literature
You will study Jane Eyre and then you link to a text of your choice, this 
could be a great time to start reading texts that could be used:
Wide Sargasso Sea; Pride and Prejudice; Great Expectations; Rebecca; The 
Bloody Chamber – all of the short stories, not just the title one; A Handful 
of Dust.


